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Abstract 
The study aims to evaluate the role of line spacing during reading in normal and visually-impaired persons. A total 
of 225 normally-sighted participants with mean age of 23.7 years were asked to read Arabic sentences in a 
randomized order. Each Arabic sentence contains 7 lines with and without simulated cataract. The words were 
printed with black letters on white background to enhance contrast and fonts were in Times New Roman and of 
N12 letter size. The reading pages were placed on reading stand situated 25 cm away from the subject’s eyes. The 
simulated cataract was created by using a Bernell Cling Patch Occluder. This reduced the visual acuity of all 
subjects to 20/60. Each line of the text was separated by different line spacing namely: single space, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 
3.0 and 4.0 which represents, 0.5 cm, 0.8 cm, 1.1 cm, 1.4 cm, 1.7 cm and 2.0 cm, respectively. The sheets were 
presented randomly and participants’ voices were recorded as they read under a controlled time. The tape was 
analysed later and reading rate was calculated. There was a significant difference (p<0.0001) in reading rates 
between the normal sighted persons and the visually impaired persons for all line spacing. Modifying the spacing 
between lines in prints had a significant impact (p<0.0001) on the reading rate of the visually impaired but not in 
normally-sighted persons (p˃0.05). Intermediate line spacing (2 and 2.5) increased the reading rate of the visually 
impaired persons significantly more (p<0.001) than other line spacing, but smaller or larger line spacing slowed 
their reading rate, significantly (p<0.001). The visually-impaired persons reported that they felt the difference in 
reading prints with larger line spacing as compared with normal sighted participants who did not. It is beneficial to 
adequately modify the line spacing in prints commonly read by low vision persons. For Arab subjects the optimum 
line spacing to significantly improve reading in the visually impaired should range from 0.8 to 1.1 cm. This finding 
may be a useful for publishers of Arab prints targeting the visually impaired persons. Thus, the implication of the 
study in the field of health is that by establishing the least common line spacing visualized optimally among 
normal and simulated visually impaired persons would be fixed as default line spacing for Arab printing to achieve 
better reading performance. 
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1. Introduction 
Reading is an active process required to gain more knowledge, practice as well as improving learning skills 
(Blackmore-Wright, Georgeson, & Anderson, 2013). Previous research reports suggested that during reading, 
many complicated mental process were activated to interpretate the perceptions and connotations which inspired 
through recognition of printed symbols (Alotaibi, 2007; Rayner, Pollatsek, Ashby, & Clifton Jr, 2012; Resnick & 
Weaver, 2013; Walker, 1988). 

Successful reading may differs among individuals; it depends mainly on the ability of each individual to extract 
information from printed materials with an adequate speed. Many older people have difficulty reading standard 
text, including medical information, hospital forms, and medication labels. Some people who can read standard 
print may find it tiring and prefer to read large print whenever they can (Alotaibi, 2007).  

In clinical low vision practice, reading is probably the most communal functional problem reported by patients 
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(Alotaibi, 2007). For the many individuals with vision loss, reading presents a major challenge(Baldasare, Watson, 
Whittaker, & Miller-Shaffer, 1986; Wolffsohn & Cochrane, 2000). In terms of reading, low vision can be defined 
as the inability to read the newspaper or recognize faces, even using corrective lenses, at a normal reading distance 
of 40 cm (Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001). 

Consequently, many attempts were made to study the effect of using low vision aids to improve the reading 
performance of partially sighted subjects. Studies have shown that reading rate is significantly reduced when 
magnifiers are used (Binns et al., 2009; Cheong, Lovie‐Kitchin, & Bowers, 2002; Cohen & Waiss, 1991; 
Dickinson & Shim, 2007; Mancil & Nowakowski, 1986; Neve, 1989). This is due to restriction to the horizontal 
field of view and difficulty in manipulating the magnifiers during reading as compared with reading rate on large 
print (Bowers, 2000). 

Reading problems existed among visually impaired individuals activates more research investigators since long 
time to find a solution but up till now it was not very fruitful. Most textual manipulations, have led to only modest 
gains in reading speed (Aries Arditi, 2004), and the most common typographical features that have been modified 
by researchers is the print size(Bouma, Legein, Melotte, & Zabel, 1982; Cakmak, Karakoc, Safak, & Kan, 2014; 
Legge, Rubin, Pelli, & Schleske, 1985; Lueck et al., 2003; Virgili, Acosta, Grover, Bentley, & Giacomelli, 2013). 

Few studies have also modified the font size, letter case, test spacing and assessed its effect on reading 
performance of normally-sighted subjects and subjects with low vision (Alotaibi, 2007; Aries Arditi & Cho, 2007; 
Susana TL Chung, 2012; Mansfield, Legge, & Bane, 1996; Russell-Minda, Jutai, Strong, & Campbell, 2007).  

Consequently, there is still no clear consensus on the optimal text parameters for reading in the visually-impaired 
persons. He, Legge, and Yu (2013) studied the spatial integrative properties of peripheral retina. They suggested 
that 'visual crowding' may be a major factor contributing to inefficient reading. Crowding refers to the fact that a 
target (e.g. letter or word) in the peripheral visual field is much harder to identify in the presence of nearby targets 
(Pelli, Palomares, & Majaj, 2004; Pelli et al., 2007).  

Line spacing is another important typographical feature that received a little or no attention compared to increasing 
the print size which is the most straight forward method reported to improve reader's performance. Line spacing 
may play significant role in improving reading rate of normally-sighted subjects and low vision patients. Studies 
(Paterson & Tinker, 1947; Soleimani & Mohammadi, 2012; Tarita-Nistor, Lam, Brent, Steinbach, & González, 
2013; Thomas, Barker, Rubin, & Dahlmann-Noor, 2015) measured the reading speed of normally-sighted subjects 
when they read materials of different font sizes. They found that, all materials with different line spacing were read 
faster than text set solid. Whereas, text with 4 (0.14 cm) and 5 (0.17 cm) space between lines produced the fastest 
reading speed (Paterson & Tinker, 1947).  

English and Arabic language are two very contrasting languages with different morphological structures (Alotaibi, 
2007). Previous studies were performed using English language to evaluate the effects of different typographical 
features on reading. However, only one study was reported to assess the effects of modified acuity reserve and font 
(but not line spacing) on reading by using Arabic language (Alotaibi, 2007). No study has explored the influence of 
line spacing on readers of Arabic language. 

English has a concatenative morphological structure (morphemes follow one another linearly) while Arabic has a 
non-concatenative structure that is based on the notion of root. In Arabic language, vocabulary is built in root and 
generally composed of three consonants (Alotaibi, 2007; Ibrahim, Khateb, & Taha, 2013; Taha, 2013). The aim of 
this study was to investigate the effect of different line spacing on the reading performance of normally sighted 
subjects and simulated visually-impaired subjects.  

2. Methods  
2.1 Participants  

Two hundred and twenty five, normally sighted participants (150 males and 75 females), who were undergraduate 
students at King Saud University, participated in this study. The average age of the subjects was 23.7 years and all 
participants were native Arabic speakers. Written informed consent was obtained from all participating subjects 
after explanation of the study requirements. Study protocol adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki and was 
approved by the Research Ethics Committee of King Saud University.  

2.2 Materials   

All subjects read pages with Arabic sentences each containing 7 lines as previously mentioned (Alotaibi, 2007). To 
increase the contrast of reading pages, the words were printed with black letters on white background of A4 sheets. 
The reading pages were placed on reading stand situated 25 cm from the subject’s eyes. Times New Roman font 
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was used because as the print size increased, Time New Roman (TNR) was read faster (A. Arditi, Knoblauch, & 
Grunwald, 1990; S. T. Chung, 2004). The authors measured reading speeds with proportionally spaced (TNR) and 
fixed-width (Courier) versions. For large print size, proportionally spaced text was read faster than fixed-width 
text, whereas with small print, proportionally spaced text was read considerably slower than fixed-width text. Also, 
Times New Roman is a proportionally-spaced font similar to that used in Arabic daily newspaper. Books and 
magazines are couriers that have fixed-width similar to that produced by typewriters or some computer displays 
(Alotaibi, 2007). 

Simulated visual impairment was used to represent cataract. It is important as a first step in the validation of a 
measurement tool, to determine the inherent reliability using a homogeneous sample of subjects who are unlikely 
to introduce any additional confounding factors that could affect the measurement of interest, in this case reading 
performance (e.g. the fluctuation of vision, change in the reading behaviour). For this reason, people with normal 
vision rather than low vision were selected as the subjects for this validation study. Also, subjects suffering from a 
real cataract may vary in different aspects such as the shape and location of the cataract, visual acuity, age and 
additional pathologies which are difficult to standardize along with different print sizes. The simulated cataract 
was created by using a Bernell Cling Patch Occluder which was made from a static-cling material that was 
reusable (Alotaibi, 2007). This occluder reduced the visual acuity of all subjects to 20/60. Subsequently, the acuity 
reserve of the subjects was measured using the following method: when the visual acuity of the subject was 
determined (6/x), the near acuity was calculated as (x/3), which determined the print size at which the subject read 
at his/her threshold (Bouma, Legein, Melotte, & Zabel, 1982).  

The size of the letters used in this study was N12, so that the acuity reserve was at least 6:1 for normally sighted 
and it was 2:1 for simulated cataract subjects. This size of  

print was used, because an improvement in reading performance has been noticed when the text print was above an 
acuity threshold of readers(Whittaker & Lovie-Kitchin, 1993). The text consists of 7 lines and each line was 
separated by different line spacing (single space, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 4.0). Single space was equal to 0.5 cm, 1.5 
space was 0.8 cm, 2.0 space was 1.1 cm, 2.5 space was 1.4 cm, 3.0 space was 1.7 cm and 4.0 space was 2.0 cm, 
measured as the distance between the lower part of the upper letter and the upper part of lower letters adjacent 
lines. 

2.3 Data Collection   

Participants were asked to read binocularly the words aloud, as if they were reading a newspaper or a magazine. 
First data were collected without simulated cataract and then with simulated cataract. The sheets were presented 
randomly and subjects were recommended to report any intention to halt if they felt tired. Participants’ voices were 
recorded using a portable cassette recorder and a microphone which was placed at the right side of reading stand. 
The time was controlled using a digital watch with a precision of one second. The tape was analysed later and 
reading rate was calculated as the number of words read correctly divided by the time taken to read the task as 
mentioned previously (Alotaibi, 2007). 
2.4 Statistical Analysis  

Analysis was done using SPSS Statistics for Windows version 21.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). P values < 
0.05 were considered statistically significant. The Shapiro-Wilk test confirmed the normality of distribution of the 
data sets across the different line spacing for normally-sighted and simulated visually impaired subjects: thus data 
analysis was performed using parametric tests. Data were expressed as mean reading rate. Repeated measures 
ANOVA assessed the differences in reading rate across different line spacing with a within subject factor (line 
spacing) and a between subject factor (condition: normally-sighted and simulated visually impaired subjects).  

3. Result 
Figure 1 is a combined graph of reading rate as a function of line spacing for the normally sighted (thick lines) and 
visually impaired simulated subjects (dotted lines). As expected, the former read significantly faster (p <0.0001) 
than the later regardless of the line spacing of the prints and in both cases, the reading rate was slightly better with 
the 2.5 line spaced prints than with other line spacing. In other word, normally sighted subjects were read faster – 
in term of reading rate- than visually impaired simulated subjects. However, both read faster as line spacing 
increased to 2.5. This result indicates that, the reading rate was slow when smaller and larger than 2.5 line spacing 
was used. 

3.1 Normally Sighted Subjects  

There were little variations in the reading rate when different line spacing were used, which were not statistically 
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significant (p = 0.1). Figure 1 shows that the reading rate of the normally sighted subjects increased steadily as the 
spaces between lines increased and peaked when the spaces between lines was 2.5. The slope from one line 
spacing to 2.5 line spacing was 0.031. Beyond this point, there was a reduction in reading rate of   0.032 per line 
spacing. Most of the subjects reported they did not notice any effect of line spacing on their reading performance.  

 

 
Figure 1. Reading rate as a function of line spacing in normally-sighted and simulated low vision subjects 

 

3.2 Visually Impaired Simulated Subjects 

Line spacing had significant effects on the reading rate of the visually impaired simulated subjects (p = 0.0001). 
Figure 2 shows a similar pattern of change in reading rate as line spacing was increased in cataract-simulated 
subjects when compared with optimum line space (2.5). There was a significant increase in reading rate (rate of 
increase was 0.182 w per line spacing) when the spacing between lines was increased from one to 2.5, and a more 
drastic decline in reading rate (  0.232 per line spacing) when the spacing between lines was larger than 2.5. In 
other words, the reading rate was slow when smaller and larger than 2.5 line spacing was used. Therefore, further 
analysis was conducted to assess the relative reading rate with the 2.5 line spacing as a reference. 

This was calculated as difference in line space/intermediate line space (2.5) and the result was plotted as a function 
of different line spaces for simulated visual impairment. When values were smaller than one value, it indicates that 
the intermediate line spaced (2.5) prints were read faster than other line spaces and vice versa for values greater 
than one. The results shown in Figure 2 indicate that all values were less than one. Most of the subjects reported 
that, they read better when the line spacing was increased.  

 

 
Figure 2. Relative reading rate as a function of line spacing in simulated low vision subjects. When values were 
smaller than one, it indicates that the intermediate line spaced (2.5) prints were read faster than other line spaces 

and vice versa for values greater than one 
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4. Discussion 
Successful reading hinge totally on the capability of readers to extract information from printed symbols at a 
satisfactory speed. The typographical features of the text are likely to be very important in reading especially for 
partially sighted patients (Alotaibi, 2007). 

In this study, we investigated the effect of line spacing, on reading Arabic text by normally and simulated visually 
impaired subjects. The result shows that, there are significant improvements in the reading rate of the simulated 
visually impaired subjects when prints with intermediate line spaces (2 and 2.5) were read (Figures 1 and 2) but not 
for the normally-sighted subjects (Figure 1).  

The Visually impaired simulated subjects read very slowly when asked to read prints with line spacing smaller than 
2. This could be attributed to the fact that, as the visual acuity of the subjects was reduced (acuity reserve 2:1), it 
became difficult for the subjects – particularly in case of the single spaced lines – to accurately find the beginning 
of the next line. They missed a line or reread a line previously read, and sometimes they read the next line in the 
middle of the current line, thereby reducing their reading rate. The other reason we observed was that, the 
simulated visually impaired participants had difficulties finding the next line as they read compared with 
normally-sighted participants. 

This contributed to the significant decrease in reading rate of simulated cataract participants. When the spaces 
between the lines was increased (intermediate line spaces used), this problem disappeared such that the lines were 
close enough to guide the eyes back to the beginning of the next line, but , they were not so close as to confuse the 
subjects. This result is consistent with previous findings (S. T. Chung, 2004; Russell-Minda et al., 2007). Increase 
the line spaces to three or four spaces had a negative influence on the reading rate of the visually impaired persons 
but not on the normal persons as shown in Fig. 1.  

At wider line spacing, the reading rate dropped and became similar with that found for single line spacing. This 
may have occurred because the visually-impaired person needs more time to return to the next line. 

Wider spaces between lines translate to an increase in the distance which the participants’ eyes have to make in 
order to move back to the next line. This involves several saccades, which the visually impaired person is 
unfamiliar with and may have affected their page navigation. Thus, the significant slower reading rate observed in 
the simulated visually impaired persons compared with normal sighted persons. Blackmore-wright and colleagues 
found that double and triple line spacing yielded significantly greater reading speed than single line spacing. 
Participants were tested with low and high contrast test cards (Blackmore-Wright et al., 2013). 

The result of the study is important to low vision persons of Arab origin particularly those unable to understand 
English language. It indicates that adequate modification of line spacing of prints commonly read by low vision 
persons (especially using intermediate line spacing) would improve their reading performance and enhance their 
daily activities. 

These findings may be used as a guide for publishers in determining the optimum line space of printed materials 
which will lead to a faster reading rate for low vision patients.   

The implication of the study is that by establishing the least common line spacing visualized optimally among 
normal and visually impaired simulated subjects would be fixed as default line spacing for Arab printing to achieve 
better reading performance. Thus, this acquired default line spacing can be generalized for both normal as well as 
visually impaired in Arabian countries. Overall, it could be cost effective especially where both normally and 
simulated visually impaired person work together.  
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